For many companies, automatic forecasting has come to be an essential part of Business Analytics applications. The large amounts of data available, the short life-cycle of the analysis and the acceleration of business operations make traditional handmade data analysis unfeasible in such environments. In this paper, an Automatic Forecasting Support System comprising several methods and models is developed in a general State Space framework built in the so called SSpace toolbox written for Matlab. Some of the models included such as Exponential Smoothing and ARIMA are well-known, but we propose a new model family that has very rarely been used before in this context, namely Unobserved Components models. Additional novelties are that Unobserved Components models are used in an automatic identification environment and that their forecasting performance is compared with Exponential Smoothing and ARIMA models estimated with different software packages. The daily sold units dataset of a franchise chain in Spain spanning 166 products and 517 days of sales is used to assess empirically the new system. The system works well in practice and the proposed automatic Unobserved Components models compare very favorably with other methods and other well-known software packages in forecasting terms.
Introduction

107
The second most widespread methodology after ETS A general AR(p) model is:
where a t is a white noise sequence (i.e., serially uncor- time series y t is:
where new parameters appear, namely 
329
Trends are usually taken from the following family:
where T * t is referred to as the slope of the trend, 0 < for the j − th harmonic is the following: issue is efficiently solved for all the individual models.
399
The unknown parts in the system matrices can be es- 
487
AvgRelMAE shows how the adjustments im- The Absolute Scaled Error with origin T and forecast when the median of ASE h are considered.
581
• R-AR performs worse than its AR counterpart 582 in the preceding tables and is the second worst 583 method so far, even outperformed by Naïve for 584 horizons greater than 2.
585
• On the other hand, R-ETS outperforms its ETS 586 equivalent in the preceding tables. This may be due 587 to the fact that R-ETS allows for general ARMA 588 models for the observational noise, while ETS con-589 strain them to AR up to order 2.
590
• Results shown for R-ARIMA are obtained con- Table 5 , and the median of 597 ASE 14 is 0.383 (compared to 0.239 in Table 5 ).
598
• TRAMO and TRAMO(*) are worse than R-
599
ARIMA and R-ETS for longer horizons, although 600 better for shorter ones. TRAMO(*) is somewhat 601 better than TRAMO.
602
• Once more, the median of error measures reduces 
680
• One striking fact in the top panel of Figure   681 5 is the differences observed between ARIMA, 
695
• than the mean, they are sometimes worse.
703
The evidence provided so far shows clearly that UC than ARIMA and significantly better than ETS.
747
The results are consistent when the same models 
752
Most importantly, significant differences are also
753
shown to exist among methods. In particular, UC is sig-
754
nificantly better than ETS, invalidating, or at least dis-755 crediting, the idea that UC models are "similar" to ETS.
